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De novo assembly and validation of planaria
transcriptome by massive parallel sequencing
and shotgun proteomics
Catherine Adamidi,1,3 Yongbo Wang,1,3 Dominic Gruen,1,3 Guido Mastrobuoni,1,3

Xintian You,1,3 Dominic Tolle,1 Matthias Dodt,1 Sebastian D. Mackowiak,1

Andreas Gogol-Doering,1 Pinar Oenal,1 Agnieszka Rybak,1 Eric Ross,2

Alejandro Sánchez Alvarado,2 Stefan Kempa,1,4 Christoph Dieterich,1,4

Nikolaus Rajewsky,1,4 and Wei Chen1,4

1Max-Delbrück-Center for Molecular Medicine, Berlin Institute for Medical Systems Biology, Robert Rössle Straße 10, Berlin 13125,

Germany; 2Department of Neurobiology and Anatomy, Howard Hughes Medical Institute, University of Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah

84132, USA

Freshwater planaria are a very attractive model system for stem cell biology, tissue homeostasis, and regeneration. The
genome of the planarian Schmidtea mediterranea has recently been sequenced and is estimated to contain >20,000 protein-
encoding genes. However, the characterization of its transcriptome is far from complete. Furthermore, not a single pro-
teome of the entire phylum has been assayed on a genome-wide level. We devised an efficient sequencing strategy that
allowed us to de novo assemble a major fraction of the S. mediterranea transcriptome. We then used independent assays and
massive shotgun proteomics to validate the authenticity of transcripts. In total, our de novo assembly yielded 18,619
candidate transcripts with a mean length of 1118 nt after filtering. A total of 17,564 candidate transcripts could be mapped to
15,284 distinct loci on the current genome reference sequence. RACE confirmed complete or almost complete 59 and 39

ends for 22/24 transcripts. The frequencies of frame shifts, fusion, and fission events in the assembled transcripts were
computationally estimated to be 4.2%–13%, 0%–3.7%, and 2.6%, respectively. Our shotgun proteomics produced 16,135
distinct peptides that validated 4200 transcripts (FDR #1%). The catalog of transcripts assembled in this study, together
with the identified peptides, dramatically expands and refines planarian gene annotation, demonstrated by validation of
several previously unknown transcripts with stem cell-dependent expression patterns. In addition, our robust tran-
scriptome characterization pipeline could be applied to other organisms without genome assembly. All of our data,
including homology annotation, are freely available at SmedGD, the S. mediterranea genome database.

[Supplemental material is available for this article. The sequence data from this study have been submitted to the NCBI
Sequence Read Archive (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Traces/sra/sra.cgi) under accession no. SRA030605. Mass spec-
trometry data have been uploaded to the Proteome Commons Tranche repository (https://proteomecommons.org/
tranche/).]

Planarian flatworms are free-living members of the phylum Platy-

helminthes and belong with annelids and molluscs to the Lopho-

trochozoa, a major animal phylum comprised of understudied taxa

(Paps et al. 2009). The spectacular regenerative capabilities of pla-

narians have been studied for more than 100 yr and are known to be

mediated by a large population of pluripotent stem cells, which, by

morphological criteria, represent ;30% of all cells in the animal.

With the development of new molecular and genetics approaches,

planarians have recently reemerged as a model system for the study

of regeneration, tissue homeostasis, and stem cell biology (Newmark

and Sánchez Alvarado 2002; Agata 2003; Reddien and Sánchez

Alvarado 2004; Sánchez Alvarado 2006; Handberg-Thorsager et al.

2008; Rossi et al. 2008; Friedländer et al. 2009). Moreover, the recent

genome sequencing of the sexual strain of the species Schmidtea

mediterranea (A Sánchez Alvarado, unpubl.) is opening planarian

research to powerful genomics approaches and is expected to further

boost the interest in planarian research.

For any kind of genomic approaches, a comprehensive de-

scription of the full complement of transcripts is one of the most

important resources required. However, the current gene annotation

in the S. mediterranea genome, which is largely based on computa-

tional predictions complemented with partial supporting evidence

from EST libraries (Zayas et al. 2005b; Robb et al. 2008), is not com-

plete. In the current version of SmedGD, the S. mediterranea genome

database (http://smedgd.neuro.utah.edu/), 30,930 ‘‘MAKER’’ tran-

scripts from 30,333 genome loci were predicted (Cantarel et al. 2008;

Robb et al. 2008) and exonic nucleotides cover, in total, 2.8% of the

genome (24.8 Mb). Many of these transcripts and gene models

await further validation, and the number of missing transcripts in

SmedGD is unknown.

Our motivation for this study was twofold. On the one hand,

we wanted to improve the planarian transcriptome annotation
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in order to provide a much needed resource for the community.

On the other hand, we were interested in investigating general

strategies for sequencing and assembling a complex transcriptome

without using the genome sequence (‘‘de novo’’). The latter is of

great practical importance since the genomes of many organisms

are known to be extremely difficult to assemble, even with the

power of current and upcoming sequencing technologies. The

major reasons for these difficulties are polyploidy, low complexity,

and repetitive DNA. Very recently, first attempts have been made

to de novo sequence and assemble the transcriptomes of animals

such as the coral (Meyer et al. 2009), the whitefly (Wang et al.

2010), and butterflies (Vera et al. 2008). However, in all cases the

mean length of assembled transcripts (197 nt for butterfly, 266 nt

for whitefly, and 440 nt for coral) was substantially shorter than

the estimated average mRNA length (>1000 nt). We reasoned that

assembly performance would be improved with (1) the combina-

tion of complementary sequencing technologies that provide either

long and relatively few sequencing reads (454 Life Sciences [Roche]

technology), or many but relatively short reads (for example, Illu-

mina technology); (2) the efficient normalization of cDNA libraries

prior to sequencing, because the high dynamic range of mRNA

expression (usually spanning five to seven orders of magnitude) is

a problem for comprehensive de novo mRNA sequencing and as-

sembly. Both strategies define the success of the mRNA sequencing

and assembly pipeline that we devised and describe in this study.

A crucial and nontrivial task, which is, however, often missing

in previous similar studies, is to carefully assay the quality of the

assembled transcripts. In this study we used different and com-

plementary strategies to do so. Computer simulations and Illu-

mina sequencing were used to assay the importance of our cDNA

normalization. RACE was used to check the length of 24 randomly

selected transcripts. Mapping to the genome allowed us to estimate

the overall quality of our transcripts and the number of distinct

genomic loci covered. Further computational exercises enabled us

to flag transcripts with a clear homology match to proteins from

other species and to infer the rates of mistakes in our assembly, e.g.,

frameshifts, fusion, and fission events. However, it is difficult to

assess the number of false negatives (missing transcripts) and also,

importantly, which transcripts are truly translated. We therefore

used massive shotgun sequencing of planarian protein extracts

by mass spectrometry and mapped sequenced peptides to our tran-

scripts. We were able to flag thousands of transcripts that show

strong evidence of being genuine protein-coding mRNAs. To roughly

estimate how many proteins are not represented by our transcript-

ome assembly, we also tallied peptides that did not match our tran-

scripts, but did match the existing gene annotation. We provide

transcripts, mapping to the genome, homology information, and

peptide sequences in flat files and in the S. mediterranea genome

database SmedGD. Finally, we used whole-mount in situ hybridiza-

tion to successfully validate the expression of several previously

unknown transcripts. Using irradiated animals, we further demon-

strate that the expression of these transcripts is stem cell dependent,

showing that BIMSB transcripts are an important resource for in-

vestigating stem cell biology in planaria.

Results

Sequencing and assembly of planarian transcripts

Our experimental scheme for transcriptome cloning, sequencing,

and assembly is summarized in Figure 1. First, poly(A) RNA extracted

from adult asexual worms was used to construct a full-length cDNA

library, which was then normalized using a duplex-specific nuclease

(Methods). After evaluating the normalization efficiency (Supple-

mental material), we proceeded with sequencing the normalized li-

brary on the 454 GS FLX platform (Methods) and obtained 1,370,473

reads with a median length of 340 nt that passed the 454 quality filter

(Table 1). After trimming off the 454 sequencing adaptors and the

adaptors used in the cDNA library construction, all 454 reads were

used as input for the Newbler assembler, a 454 proprietary assembly

software package distributed together with a 454 sequencing ma-

chine. The majority of reads (83.99%) was successfully assembled

and formed 24,630 contigs with a median length of 953 nt and

a maximum length of 7009 nt (Table 2). Probably due to the lower

efficiency of the reverse transcriptase for long transcripts, transcripts

longer than 6 kb were under-represented in our full-length cDNA

library. To compensate for this, we constructed another cDNA library,

in which random priming was used to reverse transcribe the frag-

mented poly(A) RNA (Fig. 1). Both ends of this library were then

sequenced using Illumina paired-end sequencing technology. We

obtained ;28 million pairs, each pair consisting of two 76-nt-long

reads (Table 1). Using the SOAPdenovo software (Methods), these

reads were then assembled together with the ;20 million single-end

reads. In total, 41,501 contigs, each of length >100 nt, formed

(median/maximum length 252/14,628 nt). All 454 sequencing

reads and processed contigs assembled from Illumina sequencing

runs were then used together for a final ‘‘Newbler’’ assembly

(Methods). This assembly produced 26,669 contigs with a dra-

matically improved median length of 1107 nt. On the other

hand, the maximum length at 14,740 nt still indicates that ex-

tremely long planaria transcripts are missing from the assembly

(i.e., Smed-titin; A Sánchez Alvarado, unpubl.). However, it largely

exceeds the expected length of the full-length cDNA library.

Transcriptome annotation

Our 26,669 assembled contigs are likely to contain nearly identical

ones. After merging these, 18,619 candidate transcripts remained

(Table 2; Methods). We further removed 386 transcripts that likely

Figure 1. Experimental design.
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contained erroneous fusions (see below). We will refer to this final

set of 18,233 transcripts as BIMSB transcripts (‘‘BIMSB’’-Berlin In-

stitute for Medical Systems Biology). The length distribution of the

BIMSB transcripts (average/median length 1118/927 nt) and of the

MAKER transcripts is shown in Supplemental Figure 5. Compared

with our transcripts, MAKER transcripts are typically shorter. To

estimate the number of distinct genes represented by BIMSB

transcripts, we mapped them to the reference genome of S. med-

iterranea. All sequences transcribed from the same strand with

strongly overlapping genomic alignments were clustered (Sup-

plemental material). Each cluster was then flagged as a putative

gene locus. With this procedure we could cluster a total of 17,546

transcripts (comprising 19.8 Mb) into 15,284 separate gene loci.

The exons covered 1.9% of the genome reference sequences. We

next compared BIMSB transcripts with MAKER transcripts. Using

the exact same analysis as for BIMSB transcripts, we found that

MAKER transcripts cover 30,333 gene loci and the exonic regions

amount to 2.7% of genome sequences. Based on the genome

alignments, 8365 gene loci overlapped between BIMSB tran-

scripts and MAKER gene predictions, whereas 20,399 and 6533

loci appear to be specific to MAKER and BIMSB transcripts,

respectively.

Based on the genome alignment of BIMSB transcripts, we

searched for common splice-site motifs (GT/AG, GC/AG, AT/AC).

Of the 17,546 mappable BIMSB transcripts, 13,256 (76%) were

found to have such a motif for at least one splice junction. Of the

remaining 4290 transcripts, 3345 consisted of a single exon and

thus did not contain splice sites. For 5% of the BIMSB transcripts

with multiple exons, we did not identify canonical motifs at splice

junctions. However, since the genome alignments produced with

BLAT are insensitive to these motifs and alignments are fre-

quently non-unique at the boundaries of aligned blocks, the

fraction of 5% of BIMSB transcripts without canonical motifs at

splice junctions is very likely to be an overestimate. trans-Splic-

ing, in which a spliced-leader (SL) RNA is appended to the most

59 exon of independently transcribed pre-mRNAs has been de-

scribed in S. mediterranea (Zayas et al. 2005a). We therefore

searched for SL sequences at the ends of our BIMSB transcripts

and found 245 and 252 containing SL-1, SL-2, respectively. The

frequency of trans-splicing events observed in our transcripts

(2.53%) is only slightly lower than that described in the previous

study (3.02%), suggesting that we have obtained the complete

59 end for most trans-spliced transcripts.

Of the 18,619 BIMSB transcripts, 2789 had little coding po-

tential and are likely noncoding RNAs (Methods). For the remaining

15,830 candidate protein-coding transcripts, we wished to generate

a high-confidence homology annotation. We therefore searched,

using stringent parameter settings, for orthologs in C. elegans,

Drosophila, mouse, and human, and found 6729 transcripts with

orthologs in at least one of the species (Supplemental Table 4). Using

the same parameter settings, we identified ;4600 orthologs between

C. elegans and humans, indicating that our ortholog calls are highly

conservative.

Independent assays suggest high
quality of BIMSB transcripts

To determine whether the BIMSB tran-

scripts contained full 59 and 39 ends, we

performed 59 and 39 RACE (Rapid Ampli-

fication of cDNA Ends) for 24 transcript

candidates covering high, moderate, and

low expression levels (Supplemental ma-

terial). Ten of these had no overlapping MAKER transcripts. Most

(22 out of 24) RACE products were successfully amplified and

Sanger sequenced (Supplemental Table 3). For the remaining two

transcripts, the 39 ends were validated by RACE, but 59 RACE failed.

In total 16,564 nt sequences were generated, out of which 16,520 nt

can be aligned to our transcripts (Supplemental Methods). Based on

these results, we confirmed that 22 transcripts have complete or

nearly complete 59 and 39 ends (with a maximum of 50 nt shorter

than RACE products). In addition to the completeness of 59 and

39 ends, we also estimated the sequence accuracy of our BIMSB

transcripts based on the Sanger sequencing results of the RACE

products. Out of 16,520 nt that can be aligned with our transcripts,

we identified substitutions for 116 nt, and deletions/insertions af-

fecting 9/24 nt. The overall error rate is therefore ;0.90%.

Insertion/deletions introduced during the cloning, sequencing,

or assembly process could potentially lead to frameshift mutations in

the BIMSB transcripts. Additionally, out of 18,619 transcripts, 2745

contain a stretch of uncalled nucleotides. Thus, to estimate the fre-

quency of such frameshift errors in the remaining 15,784 transcripts,

we used Inparanoid (Remm et al. 2001) to infer orthology relations

between the translated BIMSB transcripts and the human proteome

(ENSembl release 57). We realigned the nucleotide sequence of each

BIMSB transcript and the corresponding human protein sequence

with the ‘‘protein2dna’’ model of Exonerate (Slater and Birney 2005).

Based on the 3508 BIMSB transcript–human protein alignments, we

detected 160 frameshifts. A total of 147 transcripts (4.2%) contained

at least one frameshift. In total, 5,351,576 nt were scanned. After

excluding the transcripts containing potential frameshift errors, we

estimated the length distribution of open reading frames (ORFs)

derived from the 3362 transcripts with homologs in human, as

shown in Supplemental Figure 6 (Supplemental material), ORF

lengths followed a logarithmic normal distribution, similar to ORFs

in mouse transcripts.

During the assembly process, separate transcripts might be

erroneously joined together (overassembly/fusion) or a single

transcript could be separated into different pieces (underassembly/

fission). To estimate the frequency of such fusion and fission

events in the protein-coding region, we again used the alignment

of the BIMSB transcripts and the human proteome (ENSembl57)

(Supplemental material). Of 10,369 transcripts, we found 386

cases (3.7%) of putative gene fusions, a significant proportion of

Table 2. Summary of de novo assembly results

Illumina 454
454 +

Illumina
BIMSB

transcript

Number of
transcripts

41,501 24,630 26,669 18,619

Mean length 451 bp 1048 bp 1300 bp 1228 (1,118a) bp
Median length 252 bp 953 bp 1107 bp 1078 (927a) bp
Max. length 14,628 bp 7009 bp 14,740 bp 14,740 bp

aAfter discarding 386 potential fusion transcripts.

Table 1. Summary of 454 and Illumina sequencing results

454 Paired-end 1 Paired-end 2
Single-end

(norm)
Single-end
(non-norm)

Number of raw reads 1,370,473 29,009,277 27,560,500 9,043,682 11,204,306
Read length Median 340 bp 76 bp 76 bp 36 bp 36 bp

De novo planaria transcriptome assembly
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which might be due to overassembly. Concerning fission events,

we assessed 7081 transcripts and detected 186 fission events in-

volving two or more transcripts.

In addition, we manually checked 50 randomly chosen

transcripts for frameshift and fusion events (Supplemental mate-

rial). Out of the 50 transcripts, we could align 31 transcripts to at

least one protein sequence in the NCBI nonredundant protein

database (nr Release May 11, 2010). None of the 31 transcripts

could be aligned with different proteins from the same organism.

Therefore, in these cases no fusion events were detected. In six

out of the 31 transcripts, the peptides translated from different

possible ORFs could be mapped to the same protein sequence,

indicating frameshift errors. The frameshift in two transcripts

could be explained by a stretch of uncalled nucleotides within the

transcripts. Overall, the frameshift rate of 13% obtained manu-

ally was much higher than the estimate based on alignments to

human proteins, The latter estimation was based on deeply

conserved transcripts that are known to be expressed at higher

levels, which are also, on average, shorter than poorly conserved

transcripts. Thus, we believe that the true error rates fall some-

where between both estimates. The results of the quality evalu-

ation are summarized in Table 3. BIMSB transcripts containing

potential frameshifts, fusion, and fission errors are listed in Sup-

plemental Table 5.

Proteomic survey

To further validate our BIMSB transcripts, we performed massive

shotgun proteomic analysis using mass spectrometry (Methods).

Using a protein database derived from BIMSB transcripts, at a false

discovery rate of 1% (Methods), we could identify 105,688 (34.2%)

MSMS spectra with a positive match on the 5017 ORFs derived

from 4200 transcripts, corresponding to 16,135 different peptide

sequences. In comparison, using the protein database derived from

MAKER transcripts, 79,561 (25.7%) MSMS spectra corresponding

to 11,985 peptides were identified with a positive match on 3977

MAKER transcripts derived proteins. In Figure 2, the distribution of

transcripts with different numbers of peptide matches was plotted

for BIMSB transcripts and MAKER transcripts. In comparison with

MAKER transcripts, not only more BIMSB transcripts were sup-

ported with peptide matches, but also, on average, the number of

peptide matches per BIMSB transcript (;3.8) is higher than the

MAKER transcript (;3.0). This indicated that more BIMSB tran-

scripts can be validated with higher confidence to be genuine

protein-coding genes, which demonstrates the high quality of the

BIMSB assembly. As discussed below, this effect might also reflect

specific gene/protein expression profiles in our samples. The

peptide sequences identified in this study are freely available in

SmedGD, which can help the design of further proteomic research

such as targeted proteomics analysis.

Several novel BIMSB transcripts are specifically
expressed in stem cells

To demonstrate the value of our novel BIMSB transcripts for pla-

narian biology, we compiled a list of transcripts that are likely to be

expressed specifically in planarian stem cells (P Oenal, D Gruen, C

Adamidi, A Rybak, G Mastrobuoni, Y Wang, U Ziebold, and N

Rajewski, unpubl.). We then randomly selected six transcripts that

did not overlap with MAKER predictions and assayed their expres-

sion via whole-mount in situ hybridization in normal as well as

irradiated animals that are specifically depleted in stem cells

(Methods). In addition, smedwi-1 (Reddien et al. 2005) and smedmlgA

(Higuchi et al. 2008) were chosen as positive and negative controls

for stem cell-specific expression, respectively. As summarized in

Figure 3, all of the six novel BIMSB transcripts were expressed in

a stem cell–dependent way. Interestingly, we detected transcripts

with a strictly smedwi-1 like expression (transcripts A and C), tran-

scripts with expression overlapping stem cells and the central ner-

vous system (B), and transcripts with expression in a subpopulation

of smedwi-1-positive cells (D–F). A further characterization of all stem

cell-specific transcripts including, as we have shown here, novel

BIMSB transcripts, will provide a much needed resource to study the

heterogeneity as well as the differentiation capacity of planarian

stem cells.

Discussion
Traditionally, genome annotation has

been based on sequencing cDNA libraries.

Using Sanger sequencing, the procedure is

very laborious and cost prohibitive. This

situation has been dramatically improved

with the recent introduction of massive

parallel sequencing technology, which can

sequence DNA orders of magnitude faster

Table 3. Summary of quality evaluation in BIMSB transcripts (see main text for detail)

Error type

Method Completeness
Chimera/

overassembly Underassembly Frameshift
Sequencing error

(substitution/indel)

RACE 96% NA NA NA 0.83%
Homolog-based

method
NA 3.7% 2.6% 4.2% NA

Manual check NA 0 NA 13% NA

Figure 2. Distribution of transcripts with different numbers of peptide
matches. Distribution of distinct peptide matches to BIMSB ORFs and
MAKER-predicted proteins. For each ORF generated from the BIMSB
transcript sequences (see main text), the number of distinct peptide
mappings is counted (x-axis) and the frequency of each count is plotted
(y-axis). The same distribution is shown for the MAKER predicted proteins.

Adamidi et al .
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and at a much lower cost. So far, the sequencing of cDNA using these

new technologies, so called RNA-seq, has mostly been applied to

quantify the expression level of already annotated loci and to iden-

tify differentially expressed genes. RNA-seq has also been used to

refine annotated gene structures such as alternative splicing, alter-

native 59 and 39 ends, or, most recently, to even build gene models de

novo (Trapnell et al. 2010). However, all of these attempts require

knowledge of genome sequences, which, in many situations, is not

available or very difficult to obtain. In this study, we show that it is

possible to obtain a high-quality representation (18,619 BIMSB non-

redundant transcripts with an average length of 1228 nt and 1118 nt

after filtering) of a complex animal transcriptome without using

genomic sequences. Our data and analyses strongly argue that the

two key ingredients of this success are (1) the simultaneous usage of

complementary sequencing technologies and (2) careful nor-

malization of the cDNA library. However, our BIMSB transcripts

do contain errors (frameshifts or other assembly errors). We were

able to estimate the average frequencies of these errors by using

independent strategies. Overall, error frequencies were low. How-

ever, we would like to caution that our analyses also suggest that

there might be substantial biases in these error rates when studying

particular classes of transcripts; for example, very long and lowly

expressed transcripts.

The comparison of our BIMSB transcripts to the current

MAKER gene annotations showed only a limited overlap between

both datasets, which could, in principle, be due to a low quality of

either of the two sets. However, we believe that the observed dif-

ferences, at least in part, arise from the specific expression profiles of

the transcripts that we have sequenced. To confirm this hypothesis,

all reads from one of the two Illumina paired-end sequencing data

sets that we had used for the transcriptome assembly were mapped

both to MAKER and BIMSB transcripts and used to estimate the

respective expression levels in RPKM units (reads per kilobase of

exon per million mapped sequence reads) (Mortazavi et al. 2008). As

shown in Figure 4, BIMSB and MAKER transcripts that are tran-

scribed from the same gene loci are expressed at an average/median

abundance of 77.4/16.4 RPKM. However, transcripts that derive

from gene loci specific to the MAKER annotation have lower aver-

age/median RPKM values (19.3/0.7). In comparison, the average/

median RPKM specific to BIMSB transcripts (34.0/4.0) was sub-

stantially higher. These results confirm that a substantial fraction of

MAKER annotations missed by our efforts were not detected because

no or only a few sequencing reads have been generated from the

corresponding loci. Two possible reasons for this effect are obvious:

(1) Even after normalization, the abundance of these transcripts is

very low; or (2) these transcripts are not expressed under the con-

ditions at which we extracted RNA from the animals. Nevertheless,

the relatively low abundance of many BIMSB transcripts missed by

the MAKER annotation demonstrates that the MAKER annotation

also misses many lowly expressed genes. These genes are presumably

under-represented in the EST libraries used for MAKER annotations.

The highest overlap (80% of the corresponding gene loci) between

BIMSB and MAKER transcripts was obtained for the 6729 BIMSB

transcripts for which an ortholog could be identified in either C.

elegans, D. melanogaster, mouse, or human. This high overlap is
Figure 3. Enriched expression of novel BISMB transcripts in planarian
stem cells. Whole-mount in situ hybridization was performed on normal
and irradiated asexual planarians using either smedwi-1, smedmlgA, or
novel BIMBSB transcripts (human homologs) labeled: A (Misu or NSUN2),
B (MOV10L1), C (LRRK2), D (HES5), E (RNMTL1), and F (CWF19L2). See
Supplemental Table 7 for details.

Figure 4. Estimated expression level (represented by RPKM) for tran-
scripts predicted by both MAKER and BIMSB annotation and for tran-
scripts predicted only by MAKER or BIMSB annotation. For the transcripts
covered by both annotations, only the expression level, estimated based
on BIMSB annotation, is depicted (the expression level estimated based
on the MAKER annotation is highly correlated with a correlation co-
efficient of 0.938).
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probably due to the fact that highly conserved genes tend to be more

highly expressed, and because the MAKER annotation uses homol-

ogy analyses. Interestingly, 8% of the 6729 conserved BIMSB tran-

scripts could not be aligned to the genome. Several possibilities could

account for this: (1) missing/misassembled genomic sequences; (2)

the fact that the genome of sexual animals was sequenced while we

worked with asexual animals; (3) cryptic/complex splicing events.

Nevertheless, it seems unlikely that these transcripts could have been

predicted by using traditional genome annotation methods.

In summary, we believe that we have developed a powerful

method that can be successfully used to obtain a high-quality,

complex transcriptome without the need to sequence and assem-

ble genomic DNA. Future improvements of this method would use

strand-specific sequencing protocols and cDNA derived from spe-

cific cells or conditions. However, with our current data we were

already able to substantially improve the current annotation of S.

mediterranea. Our massive shotgun proteomics approach allowed

us to validate thousands of novel transcripts. This data set can also

be used to validate transcripts predicted in future studies or to

guide transcript/protein discovery.

Methods

RNA preparation
Total RNA from asexual planaria was isolated using the standard
TRIzol protocol (Invitrogen) with an additional 70% ethanol pre-
cipitation step in the end. Poly(A) RNA was then purified by two
rounds of selection using the Dynabeads mRNA Purification Kit
(Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer’s instructions and
quantified by Nanodrop 7500 spectrophotometer. Sample quality
was assessed by Bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies).

Full-length enriched cDNA library construction
and normalization

The construction of normalized full-length-enriched cDNA li-
braries for 454 sequencing requires three steps: (1) the synthesis of
double strand cDNA using a modified RACE technique, (2) the
subsequent removal of poly(A):T tails using the methylation sensi-
tive type II restriction enzyme GsuI, followed by the ligation of
a new DNA adaptor, and (3) the normalization of the resulting
cDNA library using duplex-specific nuclease (DSN). The DSN nor-
malization method is based on the denaturation–reassociation of
double-stranded (ds) cDNA coupled with the degradation of the ds
cDNA fraction formed by abundant transcripts (Shagin et al. 2002;
Zhulidov et al. 2004) and requires the presence of adaptor sequences
at each terminus of the cDNA to prime PCR amplification. A more
detailed protocol can be found in the Supplemental material.

454 FLX titanium sequencing

Normalized cDNA library was quantified with Quant-iT dsDNA HS
Assay Kit (Invitrogen). A total of 5 mg was used to prepare the se-
quencing library with the 454 GS FLX Titanium General Library
Preparation Kit according to the manufacturer’s manual. The 454
sequencing library was then sequenced 200 cycles on a 454 GS FLX
sequencer according to the manufacturer’s manuals.

Single-end cDNA sequencing using Illumina GAIIX

Five micrograms of full-length cDNA was used to construct a sin-
gle-end sequencing library using Illumina Genomic DNA Single
End Sample Prep kit according the manufacturer’s manuals. The

DNA concentration was measured with a Nanodrop 7500 spec-
trophotometer, and a 1-mL aliquot was diluted to 10 nM. Adaptor-
ligated DNA was hybridized to the surface of flow cells, and DNA
clusters were generated using the Illumina cluster station, followed
by 36 cycles of sequencing on the GAIIX, in accordance with the
manufacturer’s protocols.

Paired-end RNA-seq using Illumina GAIIX

A total of 300 ng of poly(A) RNA was fragmented at 94°C for 3.5 min
using 5 3 fragmentation buffer (200 mM Tris-Acetate at pH 8.1, 500
mM KOAc, 150 mM MgOA) in a total volume of 20 mL. The frag-
mented RNA was precipitated and converted to first-strand cDNA
using Supescript II (Invitrogen), followed by second-strand cDNA
synthesis with E.coli DNA pol I (Invitrogen) and RNase H (Invi-
trogen). Then the paired-end sequencing library was prepared using
the Illumina Genomic DNA Paired End Sample Prep kit according
the manufacturer’s manuals. The DNA concentration was measured
with a Nanodrop 7500 spectrophotometer, and a 1-mL aliquot was
diluted to 10 nM. Adaptor-ligated DNA was hybridized to the surface
of flow cells, and DNA clusters were generated using the Illumina
cluster station, followed by 2376 cycles of sequencing on the
GAIIX, in accordance with the manufacturer’s protocols.

De novo transcriptome assembly

The 454 reads were assembled using Newbler 2.3 (Roche) with de-
fault parameters. The Illumina assembly comprised of Illumina
paired-end and single-end reads was obtained by using SOAPdenovo
software (Li et al. 2010a,b) (http://soap.genomics.org.cn) with de-
fault parameters. The contigs longer than 100 bp in the Illumina
assembly were combined together with 454 reads for the final as-
sembly using Newbler with default parameters.

Redundancy filtering of transcripts

In order to remove redundant transcripts and retain a set of puta-
tively unique isoforms, the following procedure was applied: The
mutual overlap of candidate transcripts was determined by running
BLAT (Kent 2002) with default parameters on all possible pairs of
transcripts drawn from the full ensemble. From each pair, the
shorter of the two transcripts was discarded whenever the number
of nonaligned nucleotides fell below a threshold of 35 nt and the
longer one had not been discarded previously. The threshold cor-
responds to the 5%-quantile of the cumulative exon length distri-
bution as determined from the transcript alignments to the genome
(see Supplemental material). By this filtering step, the set of 26,669
candidate transcripts was condensed to 18,619 unique transcripts.

Inference of ORFs from the BIMSB transcripts

We translated all 18,619 BIMSB transcripts and chose the three
longest ORFs for each contig. A start codon (ATG) at the beginning
of an ORF was not mandatory, but all ORFs had to differ in their
end position. We retained only ORFs that were at least 60 nt long.

Delineation of homology relations on protein sequence level

We used the Inparanoid software (Remm et al. 2001) to infer pair-
wise homology relations between the translated BIMSB transcripts
and the proteomes of Homo sapiens, Mus musculus, Drosophila mela-
nogaster, and Caenorhabditis elegans (ENSembl release 57). All pair-
wise relations were combined into groups of orthologous sequences
by MultiParanoid (Alexeyenko et al. 2006). We transferred the
orthology relations from the protein level to either the gene level
(for H. sapiens, M. musculus, D. melanogaster, and C. elegans) or the
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nonredundant BIMSB transcript level (see Redundancy filtering of
transcripts). This step established isoform-independent homology
relations. To this end, we assigned each set of isoforms (e.g., proteins
from the same gene) to the orthology group to which the longest
isoform was mapped and collapsed all isoforms to a single repre-
sentative sequence.

Assessment of coding potential

We used simple codon usage statistics to assess the coding poten-
tial of all 18,619 BIMSB transcripts. The reference codon usage
table was determined from the set of human-planaria orthologs.
The model for coding sequences (model 1, 60 free parameters) is
a 0-order Markov model, which generates 61 triplets based on the
observed triplet frequencies in the ortholog data set. The model for
noncoding sequences (models 2, 3 free parameters) generates the
61 triplets from independent single-base frequencies, which were
counted on the same data set. In essence, both models have the
same single-base probabilities, yet model 1 generates the observed
triplet probabilities. We computed for each ORF the log likelihood
ratio that it originates from model 1 vs. model 2. We consider
a transcript as noncoding if all of its ORFs fail to pass the log like-
lihood ratio test (P < 2.5310�6).

Detection of trans-splicing leader sequences

We obtained the two trans-splice leader sequences SL1 (GCCGTTA
GACGGTCTTATCGAAATCTATATAAATCTCTTATATG) and SL2 (GCCG
TTAGACGGTCTTATCGAAATCTATATAAAAATCTTATATG) from a
previous publication (Zayas et al. 2005a) and used BLAT (with default
values except -minIdentity=90 -stepSize=5 -tileSize=11 -fine) to scan
all BIMSB transcripts for any occurrence of trans-splicing leaders.

Proteomics

Proteins were extracted from eight whole worms in Urea buffer (8 M
Urea, 100 mM TrisHCl at pH 8.5). After reduction and alkylation of
disulfide bridges, an aliquot of the sample was enzymatically
digested with LysC and trypsin (16 h and 4 h, respectively). Desalted
peptide mixture was then fractionated in 10 fractions by iso-
electrofocusing and analyzed in duplicate by LC-MS/MS analysis.
Proteomics raw data were analyzed using the MaxQuant proteomics
pipeline v1.1.25 and the built-in Andromeda search engine (Perkins
et al. 1999; Cox and Mann 2008) using (1) a sequence database of
MAKER protein predictions (MAKER search), and (2) a sequence
database consisting of translated ORFs from each BIMSB transcript
obtained in this study (the three longest ORFs were chosen for each
transcript—Transcript search). A more detailed protocol can be
found in the Supplemental material. The mass spectrometry data
can be downloaded from the Proteome Commons Tranche re-
pository (https://proteomecommons.org/tranche/) using the
following hash: 5nrCDrDiY116ZM+FOaerTHlmLAh5UxNA0OG/
nQbJOle5NamlwC3wDJx86ccFQ0TUFsY3PDk0V3V3AFB/qfBxm8a
WgegAAAAAAAAM4A==

Whole-mount in situ hybridization (WISH)

Planaria were starved for at least 1 wk before harvesting for WISH.
Irradiated planaria were exposed to 60 Gy and collected 7 d after
irradiation. Digoxigenin-labeled RNA probes were prepared by
using an in vitro transcription kit (Roche). Whole-mount in situ
hybridization was carried out as described previously (Pineda and
Saló 2002) with some modifications. A more detailed protocol can
be found in the Supplemental material.
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